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 Edit Kaggle Notebook from local drive or desktop. Create a data set or download existing. Edit notebook on desktop. Kaggle
also provides training services for businesses. In April 2016, Kaggle launched its Kaggle Dataset Search service, offering access

to 25 million open-source datasets. Business model Kaggle pays for hosting, credit card processing and refunds. Kaggle also
charges a small fee for developers to register with the platform. Kaggle runs its servers and provides the backend infrastructure

on the Amazon cloud computing platform. Kaggle also offers free and paid products and services for businesses, such as
developing custom solutions for data analysis, which are run in the Kaggle notebook environment. Kaggle offers free accounts
that allow users to upload data into Kaggle's data analysis platform, as well as free access to the Kaggle Notebook repository,

where users can run models on their own data, and make those models available to others via the Kaggle Notebook API. It also
offers paid enterprise accounts to users who need their models to scale, and paid notebooks for companies who want to

monetize data that their developers use Kaggle's notebook service for training models. Kaggle also has a team of data scientists
who work with users to help build custom data sets, as well as a number of outreach programs designed to encourage data

scientists to build and publish models. References External links Category:American companies established in 2010
Category:Companies based in Seattle Category:Information technology companies of the United States Category:Software
companies of the United States Category:2010 establishments in the United States Category:Software companies based in

Washington (state)ACLU: Civil rights activists picketed outside Wisconsin senator's home; one was arrested Terry Higgins,
Chicago Tribune reporter A Chicago civil rights activist who was arrested after picketing outside the Wisconsin home of a
Republican senator was released late Friday after a judge in Madison ordered him held in contempt of court. In an unusual
move, Judge Maryann Sumi issued a criminal contempt citation to Juan Carlos Rodriguez-Juarez, 33, who was arrested late

Thursday. Rodriguez-Juarez, an attorney, was among a group of about a dozen protesters outside the offices of U.S. Sen. Ron
Johnson, R-Wis., who was campaigning for a fourth term in office. 520fdb1ae7
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